The role of débridement in low-velocity civilian gunshot injuries resulting in pelvis fractures: a retrospective review of acute infection and inpatient mortality.
To determine the use of surgical débridement in the management of low-velocity gunshot injuries (GSIs) resulting in pelvis fractures. : Retrospective chart review. Level I trauma center in a major metropolitan area. Fifty-six patients from 1991 to 2007 treated for pelvis GSIs with resulting pelvis fractures with six acute mortalities and 40 patients with at least 1-year follow-up. Patient data were reviewed for incidence of infection related to pelvis GSIs. Information regarding surgical débridement of pelvis GSI wounds, retained foreign bodies, and/or concomitant gastrointestinal (GI) injury was analyzed for relationships of such events to infection rate. Incidence of infection related to pelvis GSIs at least 1 year after GSI date. Three patients (6%) developed a deep infection related to their pelvis GSIs. There were no cases of osteomyelitis. The rate of concomitant GI injuries was 36% and the overall infection rate among those with GI injuries was 12% versus 3% for those without a GI injury (P = 0.34). There were infection rates of 7% and 6% among patients who underwent surgical débridement and those who did not, respectively. Of those with GI injuries, 41% underwent primary surgical débridement and none developed infection. In the group of remaining patients with GI injuries who did not undergo débridement of their GSI wounds, two (20%) developed an infection. The mortality rate of low-energy GSIs to the pelvis was six of 53 (11%). There was no increased incidence of infection in the absence of aggressive surgical débridement of pelvis GSI wounds. The study also demonstrated that retained bullets and bullet fragments did not increase the risk of infection, even after penetrating the GI tract organs. Finally, this study suggests there may be an increased risk of infection related to pelvis GSIs compared with reported infection rates related to GSIs of the extremities, likely secondary to a high rate of concomitant GI injuries associated with pelvis GSIs; however, there was no incidence of osteomyelitis.